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Abstract-An end user intends that an application 
should be attractive to offer its functionality. An 
interface decides the quality of an application as 
well as its productivity. Today’s trend is to develop 
every application with Graphical User Interface 
(GUI) to enhance the user interactivity. A cross-
platform framework like ‘tkinter’ of Python’s 
standard library, eases the job of programmer in 
designing GUI for many applications.  

 
Index Terms- GUI, widget, framework, window. 

 
 

I. INTRODUCTION 
 

Python is a widely used programming language 
with excellent features. It is being used to develop 
many machine language and data science 
applications. Web applications, communications 
applications are also being developed using 
Python. Graphical User Interface (GUI) 
application development feature of the language is 
also popular among the researchers.  
 
The tkinter is the only Graphical User Interface 
(GUI) framework that is built into the Python 
standard library [1]. It is very popular because of 
its cross-platform nature. It works with Linux, 
macOS and Windows through rendered system 
components. It helps to build the system quickly 
giving more weightage or preference to 
functionality rather than spangled framework. 
 
The applications based on GUI are common 
because of the ease of interaction. Many options 
may be provided at a glance to make further 
exploration of the application. Python, the 
programming language, provides several choices 
for the programmers to design GUI based 
application including wxPython, Tkinter and 

PyQt.  
 
Every GUI application starts with building of basic 
component window. The window looks like a 
container to hold other GUI components. These are 
widgets or window gadgets, having a powerful 
functionality. Interestingly only one or two lines of 
code bring the components to action in the window. 
The tkinter package (Tk interface) is the standard 
Python interface to the Tk GUI toolkit [2]. 

 
As mentioned by Beniz and Epsindola in [4] Tkinter 
arose as a good start for their GUI application, as it 
is the standard GUI package of Python.  
 
The research-based data analysis system, 
ComVisMD (Compact Visualization of 
Multidimensional Data) been transformed into its 
latest version using tkinter. 
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II. DEFINITIONS 

 
With reference to Shipman in [3], in general a GUI 
application window is a primary component and it 
is further augmented with many widgets (window 
elements). 
 
window: a rectangular area on display screen 
 
top-level window: a window existing 

independently on screen, one can move it, 
minimize it, resize it and close it 
 
widget: a basic component (window gadget or 

object) of GUI application 
 
frame: a dedicated rectangular area of window, 

invisible container acts as a repository to hold 
other widgets 
 
child, parent: parent-child relationship happens 

whenever widgets are created. A frame created 
will become parent to hold a label widget (a child)  
 
label: widget used to give a textual reference to 

other widget for identification 
 
button: widget containing text or an image that 

commands or triggers an event when pressed 
 
canvas: an area to display lines, rectangles, 

circles like shapes 
 
entry: a region where users can type message or 

text 
 

The components of tkinter, also help in way for 
programmer to implement event-driven 
programming. Event-driven programming is a 
way of writing programs in which the actions 
(leading to events) of the user decides the flow of 
execution. Event is a user action, like a mouse 
click or key press that causes a GUI application to 
respond. An association between a widget, an 
event and an event handler is called binding. The 
event handler is called when the event occurs in 
the widget.  

 
III.  CODE LINES FOR FEW WIDGETS 

 
In this section we will show how one or two line 
of Python code can be used to build GUI 
application.  

 
In order to use any of the widgets of tkinter it is 
necessary to import the package as used in the line 
of code: 
 

import tkinter as tk 
 

Two lines used to create a window named ‘win’ 
with title ‘ComVisMD’: 
 

win = tk.Tk() 
win.title(“ComVisMD”) 

 
The window created using these two lines is shown 
in figure, Fig.1. 

 

Fig.1. Creation of a window titled “ComVisMD” 
 

A line used to add a label widget to a window, 
‘win’: 
 
   label = tk.Label(win, text=”Label”) 

 
A line used to add a button widget to a window, 
‘win’: 
 
   button = tk.Button(win,       
            text=”Button”, width=15,   
            height=5) 

 
 

A line used to add an entry widget to a window, 
‘win’: 

 
   entry = tk.Entry(win) 
 
Note that entry.get() can be used to retrieve the 
entered value for entry widget. 
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A line used to add a frame widget to a window, 
‘win’: 

 
   frame = tk.Frame(win) 
 
The Python code (script) to create three frames in a 
window is shown in figure, Fig.2. The figure, Fig.3. 
shows the output. 
 

Fig.2. Python code to create 3 frames 
 

Fig.3. Output of the code of figure Fig.2. 
 
In the figure, Fig.4. the widget ‘Label’ is used in the 
Python script to display all possible color names, 
from the color ‘snow’ to color ‘gray99’ . The 
background of the label is colored with respective 
color name with option, ‘background’. The labels 
are created in a window named ‘root’ with title 
‘Color Chart’. The grid method used with label is a 
geometry manager of Python used to place the 
widget at proper row and column position of the 
display screen. The output of the script is shown in 
the figure, Fig.5.  
 

 
Fig.4. Python script to use label widget to display all 

possible colors 
 

 
Fig.5. Output of the script of figure, Fig.4. 

 
The script of the figure, Fig.6. shows the use of the 
widget ‘Button’ for event handling. 
 

 
Fig.6. Python script to use button widgets to handle the 

simple events 
A method ‘bind’ is used to connect the button and the 
functionality of handler. When user presses the button 
then the respective event is happening to display the 
connecting message. The output of the script shown 
in the figure, Fig.6. is given the figures Fig.7. and 
Fig.8.  
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Fig.7. Output showing the buttons created in a window 

named ‘root’ 
 

 
 

Fig.8. Output showing the event handled for the button 
pressed 

 
 

V. GUI FOR COMVISMD 
 

ComVisMD is the name given to the system 
developed for Compact Visualization of 
Multidimensional Data. Multi-featured data 
present in two-dimensional format motivated us to 
design such a system to project data-features in 
different dimensions of a mapped display like: 
column (vertical dimension), row (horizontal 
dimension), color dimension for classification of 
displayed cells, hole dimension to inscribe 
proportional value on the cell, shape dimension to 
decide the shape of a cell of categorical value. 
 

 
Fig.9. Map of the 1st version of ComVisMD 

 
Fig.10. Map of the 2nd version of ComVisMD 

 
In the latest version of ComVisMD, the interface is 
developed using ‘tkinter’. A main widget, ‘Menu’ 
is used to provide different options for the user to 
move on.  
 
The map shown in the figure, Fig.9. is the first 
version of the map project using C language. The 
second version is shown in the figure, Fig.10. 
projected using graphics package of Python. In the 
latest version of ComVisMD, the tkinter is used for 
the development of user interface.
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VI. CONCLUSION 
 

An effort is made in this paper to make the reader 
familiar with a GUI framework. It concludes that 
in a simpler way a programmer can design an 
application without writing any complex codes. 
The tikinter can also be used to develop rapid 
applications used for data analysis and 
visualization. 
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